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like a man!It’s time to shave 
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CONGRATULATIONS ON FINALLY 
REACHING MANHOOD! 

And welcome to the greatest shaving 
experience of your fucking life. No more digging 
through the penny jar to find $20 for a couple of candy-
ass multi-blade cartridges like some pathetic nancy-boy. 
No more scraping your girly face with the modern 
equivalent of a chicken bone. No more slopping your 
ghastly maw with canned ninny-foam.
 You’ve just acquired a third testicle, bucko. And there’s 
gonna be some changes. In your quickly callousing 
hands you hold the secret to the same astonishing 
manliness that defeated Hitler, that built the Ford Galaxy 
500, and that made vintage porn so utterly artful. 
 This double-edged “safety” razor is how men like 
you — real men — start every day. Along with the shaving 
soap, brush and bowl, this hand-held Adonis chisel 
will become your new morning ritual; a personal time 
you will come to cherish. The first time won’t be easy. It 
never is. But in a day or two you’ll be shaving like great 
Americans Charlton Heston or Gregory Peck.
 Remember this date: December 13, 2013. Because, 
starting today, you are a no-bullshit kind of guy. Starting 
today, you walk head-and-shoulders above an adoring 
crowd of fainting women. Starting today, you take what 
you want, roughly and with a masculine urgency that 
borders on the obscene. Starting today, you look, act, 
smell, feel — and SHAVE — like an honest-to-God, triple-
nadgered badass. 
 Look in the mirror, boy. And behold, a man!
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THE BENEFITS OF THE SAFETY RAZOR
Cost. If you are using a disposable cartridge razor, you 
will save money by switching to a safety razor. You can 
buy a nice safety razor and a pack of blades for about 
as much as one refill for your cartirdge razor. Depending 
on your model, an 8 pack refill for your disposable 
cartridge razor can cost over $30. When you can buy 
10 double edged razor blades for less than $2, it is easy 
to see how fast you will start to save money.

Get a better shave. You will get a better shave with 
a safety razor. This is for a couple reasons. First, because 
your blades cost so little, you will not be tempted to 
keep shaving when a blade gets dull. Sharp blades give 
good shaves. Next, when you use a brush and a quality 
shaving cream or soap your hair will be better prepared 
for the shave, which will give you a smoother shave.

Less waste. When your blade gets dull, all you are 
disposing of is a small piece of steel and a little bit of 
paper. Compare that to what you throw away every time 
you replace a cartridge razor head, and you can see you 
are generating a lot less waste. Also, a good safety razor 
can last a lifetime, and because you can use any brand 
of double edged razor blade you will never be forced to 
throw it out and upgrade to a new model.

Your skin will thank you. Shaving with a safety 
razor requires much less pressure on your face, which 
results in less skin irritation. Men who switch to a safety 



razor typically see less razor burn, ingrown hairs,  
and breakouts.

Safety razors clog less. Multi-blade cartridge razors 
choke on more than a few days growth. If you’ve ever 
let your beard grow for a few days, you know what I’m 
talking about. Think about how many times during the 
course of that shave you had to rinse and tap all the 
stubble and residue out of your clogged up cartridge 
razor. With only 1 blade, your safety razor will rarely 
clog, and when it does it only takes a quick rinse to be 
back in action.

It’s manly. Which do you think is more manly? Shaving 
with a plastic razor with chromed plastic accents and 
applying your shave gel out of an aerosol can? -OR- 
Shaving with a solid metal razor and applying your 
shaving cream with a brush made from the hair of a 
badger or boar (two creatures known for their toughness 
and nastiness.)

DIRECTIONS FOR THE PERFECT SHAVE
Prep your beard. If you want a clean shave, you need to 
prep your beard adequately. The goal during beard prep 
is to soften your whiskers so shaving is easier and causes 
less irritation. The best way to soften your beard is to to 
shave right when you get out of the shower. The hot water 
from your shower should hydrate and soften your beard 
enough for shaving. If you haven’t showered, at least wet 
your beard with some hot water. A hot towel is a great 



way to soften the facial hair.

Lather up. Take a small dollop (about the size of 
nickel) of your shave cream and place it in a mug. Take 
your brush that you’ve pre-soaked with water and swirl 
the cream around until you get a nice thick lather. Apply 
the lather with your brush in swirling motions. When your 
face is nice and covered, take a few strokes to smooth 
everything out.

The shave. Unlike shaving with cartridge razors, 
shaving with a safety razor actually requires some skill 
and technique. Once mastered, though, you should 
be shaving effectively in no time. The four keys to a 
successful shave with a safety razor are: 1) use as little 
pressure as possible, 2) angle the blade as far away 
from your face as possible, 3) shave with the grain, and 
4) go for beard reduction, not beard removal. This will 
take some getting used to if you have used cartridges 
your entire life.
 You don’t need to use pressure because the weight 
of the safety razor is sufficient to cut your beard. If you 
press down, you’ll end up hacking up your face. To help 
counter the tendency to apply pressure, try holding the 
razor by the tip of the handle.
 Angling your razor is probably the trickiest part. The 
proper angle is somewhere between 30 and 45 degrees. 
To get the proper razor angle, put the top of the razor 
head directly on your cheek, with the handle parallel with 
the floor. Now slowly lower the handle until the blade 



can cut your whisker. Practice on your arm if you’re not 
comfortable practicing on your face.
 While shaving against the grain can get you that 
smooth feel, you risk slicing up your face and causing 
ingrown hairs. When you’re first starting out, shave with 
the grain of your beard. If you lather up and pass the 
razor more than once over your face, you’re guaranteed 
to get a smooth finish.
 The goal with shaving should be gradual beard 
reduction, not beard removal in one deft swoop. Most 
men try to get rid of their beard in one pass of the razor. 
This hack-and-go technique is what causes the majority of 
skin irritations. If you want to avoid skin irritation, lather 
up and pass your razor over your face several times. Your 
face will thank you.

Post-shave. Rinse your face off with some cold water 
to close your pores. Treat your face to a nice aftershave. 
There are several to choose from, so pick the one you like 
best. Aftershave helps reduce any irritation that may have 
occurred and will leave your skin looking healthy.
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